Exciting Summer Course

Ask Yourself:

- Do you want to learn how to develop spreadsheets for your projects?
- Do you need hands-on understanding of what database is best for your projects?
- Do you want some advanced hands-on experience on word processing?
- Are you comfortable working in your projects and assignments with computer applications?
- Are you comfortable in your work using computer applications?
- Do you want to get a better job?
- Would you like to get some experience on real world computer and database applications?

CSE@UTA is offering a valuable course on computer and database applications in SUMMER 2008

This course is designed to give concept and hands-on experience of computer applications on Word Processing, Spreadsheet, and Databases, and integration of the applications. The course provides individuals with the opportunity to develop personal projects in varieties of current software mentioned above, which cannot take place in courses where time is given to learn a software package, but not to use it for personal project design and implementation. The course is suitable for all types of students, not only for CSE, who need to learn computer applications for their personal projects and want to get a better job, as well as for employees who want to improve their skills in these areas.

SUMMER (11 WEEK): 5/27/08 - 8/5/08

CSE 1392: Computer and Database Applications - I

For More Info
Course Website: http://crystal.uta.edu/~cse1392
Department Website: http://www.cse.uta.edu

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING